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The theory of extreme values is a special branch of mathematical
statistics and was mainly treated by E. J. Gumbel [4] *). This
theory has only been applied in a few cases to problems in the
insurance business. The first practical application to insurance
known to the author of the present paper is due to A. The"paut who
has invented a new reinsurance system called ECOMOR [5].
According to this system the reinsurer covers the excess risk for
the m largest claims and the ceding company retains an amount
equal to the (m + 1) largest claim. The credit for having pointed
out the importance of the theory of extreme values belongs to
R. E. Beard [1]. Recently E. Franckx [3] has found a most remark-
able result by disclosing the general form of the distribution for the
largest claim occurring in a certain accounting period.
The present paper starts from the consideration that not only is
the distribution of major claims, which might be eliminated by
means of reinsurance, of interest to an insurer but also the distri-
bution of the remaining total loss after excluding the largest
claims. The nature of this distribution is important not only in
connection with stability and security, but also for statistical
investigations of the observed claim ratio. The credibility of such
an investigation might be greatly improved if a suitable number of
major claims were excluded. To simplify matters, the present paper
considers the case where only the largest claim is excluded.
The numerical computations for the distribution in question
raise some difficulties and will not be discussed at the moment.
The purpose of this paper is to find expressions for the first
moments of the distribution function which are susceptible to
Numbers in [ ] refer to the list of references.
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numerical computations. All formulas are based on the Poisson
risk process. The more general compound Poisson processes should
hardly give rise to additional difficulties.
Finally the results will be illustrated by means of the Pareto
distribution which seems most appropriate to represent major
claims and which leads to some remarkable results.
I. THE GENERAL FORM OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL LOSS,
WHEN THE LARGEST CLAIM IS EXCLUDED
In his paper [3] mentioned above E. Franckx has defined the
distribution function O (m) of the largest claim m by the expression
O (m) = Q [S (m)]. (1)
In this formula
Q(s) = i sr qr
r-o
is the generating function of the distribution of the number of
claims r, i.e. qr is the probability that exactly r claims occur during
the observed period. Furthermore 5 (m) means the distribution
function of the individual claim amounts. If one starts from the
Poisson formula the distribution of the number of claims r
(2)
the distribution function of the largest claim m is—as already
shown by Franckx—defined by applying the generating function
of the Poisson distribution (2)
Q (S) = e-t <i-«> (2')
and
0 (m) = e-t U-s <»»>] (3)
where t is the expected number of claims.
The frequency function of the largest claim m can be derived
from formula (3) by differentiation
9 (tn) = t s (m) e-t U-s («)]. (4)
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Starting from this formula the moments M% of the distribution of
the largest claim (3) can be determined
Mft = J mk 9 (m) dm. (5)
0
To find the frequency function / (x, t, -1) of the total loss ex-
cluding the largest claim, a possible solution consists in developing
the right hand side of formula (4) in the following way:
—j- r s (m) S^1 (m). (4')
From this formula the frequency function fm (x, t,—1) of the
remaining total loss x can be derived. If the excluded largest claim
lies in the interval m, m + dm, this equation is
fm (x, t, -1) = £ ~ - r s (m) [sm (*)]• (r-« (6)
r - 1
In this formula sm (x) denotes the frequency function of claims
truncated at the point m, i.e.
sm (x) = s (x) when x ^ m
and sm (x) = o when x > m
a n d \_Sm \%)\
is the (r—i)th convolution of sm (x). Attention must be focussed on
the fact that s (x) is first truncated and then convoluted and not
first convoluted and then truncated. That is to say that
[% (*)]* fr"1* dx
is the probability that the total amount of claims x, after excluding
the largest claim m, when r claims occur lies in the interval x,
x -\- dx.
The frequency function / (x, t, —1) for any largest claim m may
be derived from formula (6) by means of integration over m
f (x, t, —1) = lfm (x, t, —1) dm =
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=
 IZ v f r s {m) [Sm W]*(rl) dm- (7)
r - l
The analogy with the well-known formula for the frequency
function / (x, t) of the total claim x is striking, for
e-* f
Formula (7) thus gets the plausible interpretation that the con-
voluted power s*r (x) is replaced by the expression
r s (m) [sm (*)]• (r-i)
with subsequent integration over m.
II. THE MEAN OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL LOSS,
WHEN THE LARGEST CLAIM IS EXCLUDED
The unknown mean may be designated by (i.j"1) and is given by
the integral
A'1) = Jxf(x,t,— x)dx.
0
Since the total loss x in the formula (7) only occurs in the con-
voluted power
it might be helpful to determine first the mean
jx[sm(x)]*«-Udx,
0
which can be derived from the simple mean value
m m
Sm, 1 = J x sm (x) dx = J x s (x) dx.
0 0
The necessary link between these mean values may be found by
considering the corresponding characteristic functions
<*m (2) = J eizx sm (x) dx and
0
Gmr-X (z) = J «*»* [sm (X)]* (r-D dx
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From these formulas the following relation may be found by
differentiation over t and then putting t = 0:
J * [s» (*)]• (r'X) dx = (r—i) Sm, 1 S(m). (8)
0
Formula (8) may hence be denoted as
r
 (r~x)s ^Sm-1 s (m)dm =r \~\ e~t t
r r
~
2
I 2JT
= J t2 s(m) Sm,i e-t [!-«»)] dm. (9)
0
III. THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE TOTAL LOSS, WHEN THE LARGEST CLAIM IS EXCLUDED
The second moment about the origin of the distribution (7) may
be denoted as f4-1) an(i is given by the equation
l4"1 ) = J * 2 / M , - i ) dx
0
The standard deviation can thus be calculated by using the well-
known formula
The second moment is calculated in an analogous manner to the
mean. From the corresponding characteristic functions the following
relation is first obtained:
J *a [sm (*)]*fr-« dx = (r—i) (r—2) S2m>1 S(m) + (r—i) Sm>2 S[tn),
0
where
m m
Sm, 2 = J x2 sm (x) dx = J x2 s (x) dx.
0 0
In a similar way as for the mean the following formula is then
determined:
r(r-i)(r-2)SltlSr'(m} +
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+ r (r—i) Sm,2s\m)\dm = (ts(m) er* ^-s<mm(tSm>1)2+tSmJdm.
(10)
IV. THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE PARETO DISTRIBUTION
In a lot of cases the claim distribution s(x) may be represented
by the Pareto distribution
s(x) = (a — 1) x-a and
S(x) = 1 — xi-« (11)
For small losses the approximation of the real frequencies by
formula (n) is sometimes rather poor; for large amounts the fit is
satisfactory, sometimes even very good. Moreover Benktandef and
Segerdahl [2] have proved that the Pareto distribution (11) is in
a certain way the most stringent and cautious assumption for a
claim distribution. A special analysis of the present problem when
applying the Pareto distribution (11) might therefore be of interest.
The moments of the Pareto distribution (11) do not exist in
general if the domain of definition is not truncated in an appropriate
manner so that e.g. A ^ x ^ M. It is advisable to choose A = 1.
If the parameter a > 3 then the first and second moment exist
even if there is no upper limit for the claim amounts, i.e. if M tends
toward infinity. In such a case the moments for a > 3 are:
50 = f (a — 1) x~x dx = 1
1
51 = f (a — 1) xi-a dx = ^ ^ (12)J a — 2
X
ao
52 = f (a — 1) * 2 - a dx a ~ X
— 3
If e.g. a is assumed to be 3,25
the mean is Si = 1,8
and the standard deviation a = 2,4.
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For the moments of the Pareto distribution truncated at the point
m the following formulas hold true:
A
— 3
(122)
According to formula (5) the first moment of the distribution <J> (m)
of the largest claim m is in the special case of a Pareto distribution
defined as
ao
Mi = tm s(m) 0—«i—s<i»)] dm
1
00
= I t (<x — 1) m 1 - " <?-' ml~" dm.
1
Substituting
u = t ml—*
we have for the mean value of the largest claim:
1
 ~ J ~ J ~~ •*-1 \ a — v
(13)
where Vt(u) defines the incomplete F-function. Even for small
values of t and, of course, for large t the incomplete F-function
can be replaced by the complete F-function without noticeable
lack of accuracy.
The first moment can be denoted by
An analogous derivation gives, for the second moment, the following
result:
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It is remarkable that the gamma function appears in the
formulas (13) and (14) with the reciprocal of the two first moments
of the claim distribution s(x) as argument.
It must be stressed that the mean value Mi of the largest claim
m increases less than linearly with the expected number of claims t.
1
For a = 3 e.g., the factor f~1 = $, i.e. the mean value Mi
increases proportionally to the square root of t. This means that
the mean value Mi is of the same magnitude as the standard
deviation of the total loss which is defined by
For a = 3 the second moment S2 of s(x) however does not exist;
in such cases Mi can, in a certain way, be considered as a convenient
measure of dispersion for the total loss x.
The moments of the distribution of the total loss, when the
largest claim is excluded, are given by equations (9) and (10). If we
assume for s(x) the Pareto distribution, the following expression
may be determined for the mean:
»(—i) = t2— m~" (1 —m1—*)e—tmlmlx dm =
1
2 ( a _ ! ) 2 r° _tmi_a _a C _tml-a 2_2a 1
= t%
 « — 2 J e m d m — ) e t m m% dm\
1 1
With the substitution
vl — t ffl
the following equation is gained after some reductions
If the relation
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i — 2a\
a—2 J_ \ I — a
is used, e—* neglected and the incomplete replaced by the complete
F-function the following expression is finally obtained:
This formula ist plausible; the first term on the right side is equal
to the mean value of the total loss and the second term is equal to
the mean value of the largest claim according to formula (13).
In an analogous manner the expression for the second moment
[X2—1) can be obtained from formula (10). The final expression is a
little more complicated:
«-3
JL \ a — I
~ p / 3 « — 5\ L^Aj /a — i
JL Va — I / I la — 2
a — 2)
(16)
In formula (16) the first line corresponds to the second moment of
the distribution of the total loss. The other terms are, however, not
equal to the second moment of the distribution of the largest claim
[see formula (14)] but have a more complicated structure. This is
due to the correlation between the distribution of the largest claim
and the distribution of the total loss after excluding the largest
claim.
It is well known that the moment of second order does not exist
for a Pareto distribution with a < 3; for a < 2 not even the first
moment exists. These properties are obvious if the moment
formulas (12) are considered where the denominators <x — 3 and
*) It may even be shown that this formula is exact, if T is replaced by F(.
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a — 2 vanish for the critical values. It is most remarkable that the
existence domain for the moments of the distribution of the total
loss after excluding the largest individual claim, i.e. for the moments
[i,(—i) is broader than for the distribution of the total loss without
excluding the largest claim. It may be seen that the moment (j.^  x*
exists for a > 1,5, whereas the moment jxi remains finite for a > 2
only. For the second moment (4—1) finiteness is attained for a > 2,
whereas \xz exists only for a > 3. This remarkable peculiarity may
be seen from the following two tables where the first two moments
of the three different distributions are considered for various
parameters a. To simplify matters, the expected number of claims t
was assumed to be 100.
Table 1
Comparison of the mean values
(xi of the total loss
Mi of the largest claim
y.{~1} of the total loss excluding the largest claim
<x
i-5
i-75
2 .O
2.25
2-5
2.75
3 °
3-25
3-5
3-75
4.0
5-°
10.0
CO
s
00
CO
CO
500.00
300.00
23333
200.00
180.00
166.67
I57-I4
150.00
13333
112.50
100.00
Mi
(2)
CO
CO
CO
182.77
57-72
28.73
17.72
12.39
9.40
7-53
6.29
3-87
1.80
1.00
( i>
(3)
CO
58541
518.24
317-23
242.28
204.60
182.28
167.61
157-27
149.61
143-71
129.46
110.70
99.00
decrease in %
compared with
(1)
36.6
19.2
12.3
8.9
6.9
5-6
4.8
4.2
2.9
1.6
1 . 0
By excluding the largest claim, the mean is decreased to a remark-
able extent for small values of the parameter a. This influence is
not as big for larger values of a, but it must be borne in mind that
only small values of a are of concern for practical applications.
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Table 2
Comparison of the standard deviations
a of the total loss
CTM of the largest claim
<j("x> of the total loss excluding the largest claim
a
i - 5
!-75
2 . 0
2.25
2-5
2-75
3-o
3-25
3-5
3-75
4 . 0
5-o
IO.0
00
a
( 1 )
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
30.00
22.36
ia-15
I7-32
14.14
"•34
10.00
CTM
( 2 )
00
CO
CO
00
00
00
00
18.90
9.72
6.12
4.26
1.66
0.27
0
o<-D
(3)
00
00
00
86.28
45.01
31.22
24-54
20.92
18.77
17.22
16.19
13-78
11.32
10.00
decrease in %
compared with
( 1 )
3°-3
16.1
10.1
6-5
2-5
0 . 2
0
For the standard deviation the same may be said as for the mean.
The decrease is considerable, especially for « < 4.
The present paper is restricted to a few first examinations. This
introduction will be continued in another paper in which not only
will the properties of the critical values of the parameter a at the
points a = 3 and a = 2 be discussed, but in which the investigat-
ions will be extended to the case where more than one largest
claim is excluded.
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